SECTION A-A

- All dimensions in millimeters.

- Concrete Class 2 for layout of

- Compacted Class 2 for layers of

- Subbase drains penetration for

- SW2 profile units

- Trench

- 900 mm

- 1150 mm

- 150 mm

- 600 mm

- E1

- E2

- (See note 5)

- Flutes 300 mm

- Provide 2

- пенсионер керма & channel

- Side Entry Pit

- Semi Mountable KERP & channel

- ONLY TO BE USED IN SPECIAL CASES.

- RECONSTRUCTION WORKS.

- GENERALLY ONLY USED FOR

- RESTRICTED USE ONLY.

- WITH 2 NO. 450mm LONG R16 ARMS CURVED OR SLIGHTLY ONE END.

- 8. Expansion joints to be installed every side of pit.


- 10. Provide steel rings for pit. Depth Excavation 1.0m. Refer to ST0. DWO. 2020.

- 11. Flutes 100mm Depth to be provided to pit. Where KERP and channel grade.

- 12. The top of the pit shall match the natural soil crossfall.

- 2. For precast concrete cover details refer to ST0. DWO 2020.

- 13. All walls to be 150mm thick.

- 14. Provide (5)

- 15. Concrete Class D Cover &

- Vehicle Pits Within 1m of

- Insert Pits Within 3m of

- Concrete B Channel Cast Iron

- Pre Cast Concrete Cover With

- notes: 1. 1.150mm thick.